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Aries
This Mercury retrograde phase 
invites you to review, resolve and heal 
unsettled relationship themes. Create 
a balance between your need for 
freedom and your ability to commit 
and cooperate. Frustrated energy is 
best transformed by accepting real 
limitations, either in yourself or in 
your dealings with others.

Taurus
Beware of possible miscommunication 
especially at your workplace. You might 
need to become more flexible and 
rework your routines if you find that 
you are lacking time or energy. Health 
issues have to be addressed and it is the 
time of the year where you need to take 
good care of yourself on all levels.

Gemini
You might feel indecisive about what to 
do next or you might even experience 
a phase of blocked creativity. Use this 
time of review for reflecting on your 
purpose and creative potential. Observe 
your self-talk and be open for new 
inspiration. There is lots that can be 
done if you make the step.

Cancer
 The energy of the moment evolves 
around home and your relationships 
with those close to you. This could be a 
good time for a journey down memory 
lane. Create your own healing space 
when allowing yourself to delve into the 
past. Clear old hurts and unresolved 
relationship issues. Use the New Moon 
period for renewal and regeneration.

Leo
Communication plays a key role right 
now, especially the conversation you 
have with your community, neighbours 
and siblings. Make sure that you have 
understood the other person’s view fully 
before going off the deep end.  Travel 
plans could be delayed while Mercury 
is retrograde (until October 18th). Be 
prepared and have your car, phone, 
computer etc all in good working order.

Virgo
Mercury retrograde (until October 
18th) is a time of review and revision. 
Contemplate adjustments to plans 
and incentives so that they align with 
your values and needs. Or revisit 
your values and needs so that they 
align with the reality that you are 
living in now. What do you really 
want and what is important to you?

Libra
This is the beginning of a new yearly 
cycle. Consider that Mercury will be 
retrograde until October 18th when you  
set your intentions for your personal 
new year. This means that you cannot 
push ahead but rather allow things 
to develop. Remain flexible as there 
might be some corrections to plans and 
incentives as you move along.

Scorpio
This is not an easy Mercury retrograde 
period (until October 18th). Lots is still 
in the dark which makes it difficult to 
plan anything with certainty. You might 
find this lack of control as stressful and 
unsettling. Try to be more flexible and 
take some time out for recuperation. 
Release and recharge your batteries. 
Fresh energy will soon be flowing in.

Sagittarius
This Mercury retrograde period (until 
October 18th)  might be good for re-
grouping and re-connecting with some 
good old friends. Venus is entering 
you Sun sign on October 7th (until 
November 5th) promising you more 
socially active times. You might also find 
out who your real friends are, possibly 
leaving some connections behind.

Capricorn
This Mercury retrograde period 
(until October 18th) can be helpful 
for reviewing your life direction, for 
re-orientation of career plans and for 
re-marketing your public image. Reflect 
on what you would like to achieve and 
whether you are on the right path. It is 
not a good period for making lasting 
decisions or signing important contracts.

Aquarius
Make use of this Mercury retrograde 
period (until October 18th) for re-
examining your philosophy of living. 
Your beliefs about the world create what 
you experience. Take some time to re-
visualise where and what you want to 
be, especially if you have lost the big 
picture view along the way. It is time to 
consider the future.

Pisces
Use this Mercury retrograde period 
(until October 18th) for reviewing joint 
projects and shared duties. Find out if 
you are getting and/or giving your fair 
share in a relationship. It may be time to 
redistribute responsibilities to make it 
fairer for everyone involved. This is also 
a great period for letting go of the old 
while a new chapter in your life is going 
to start soon.

ince September 23rd, the 
Sun is journeying through 
Libra, the sign that seeks 

balance and harmony in 
relationships. Our society has 
reached a dangerous point of 
division and separation. 

Consequently, the ability 
and willingness to ‘walk in the 
other’s shoes’ and look at the 
world from their perspective 
is essential for maintaining 
our human values. Mars, the 
planet of rivalry and strife 
is traversing Libra since 
September 15th and will 
remain until October 31st 
signalling fertile ground 
for conflict in relationships, 
whether it be between two 
people, different factions or 
even countries. 

However, the communication 
planet Mercury has been 
in Libra since August 
31st, turned retrograde on 
September 27th and will 
be direct again on October 
18th. Mercury retrograde 
asks us to rethink, rework 
and reconcile our differences 
in a peaceful manner. This is 
easier said than done because 
we live in a time where 
censorship, disinformation, 
and propaganda have a crucial 
role to play in keeping us 
divided. On the positive, 
during the Mercury-in-Libra 
period (until November 
6th) the Cosmic Messenger 
forms three supportive trines 
with inspirational Jupiter in 
Aquarius: September 20th- 
23rd, October 3rd-5th and 
November 1st-2nd reminding 
us of our shared humanity, 
encouraging uplifting thoughts, 
big ideas and thinking about 
the future in a cooperative way. 
Libra prompts us to create a 
place of inner equilibrium when 
the outer world is in turmoil.

Mercury retrograde starts 
the month with a strenuous 
square aspect to Pluto in 
Capricorn which has been in 
orb since 21st September. This 
is a difficult time for making 
alliances and mergers of all 
sorts, including the signing 
of contracts. It coincides with 
disagreements, arguments, the 

break-down of communication 
and experiences of betrayal.  A 
recent revelation of Australia’s 
new nuclear submarine deal 
has taken many by surprise, 
fuelling widespread public 
and international anger. It is 
timely to reflect on our societal 
programming and how we 
might project our anxieties and 
rage against those who think 
differently, including other 
cultures or even countries 
for that matter. Mistrust and 
suspicion intensify in times of 
social stress and crisis. This 
force of collective unease can 
be hijacked by power holders 
and individuals of influence to 
further their own agendas.

Libra has a strong sense 
for justice and fairness 
demonstrating a natural talent 
for mediating between opposing 
views until reconciliation is 
achieved. The New Moon in 
Libra on October 6 is closely 
conjunct Mars and opposes 
Chiron in Aries activating the 
Aries-Libra axis. This is an 
intense New Moon and conflict 
can easily erupt. Aries is the 
sign opposite to Libra and this 
axis describes the tension that 
exists in all relationships: the 
need for individual freedom 
and autonomy (Aries) versus 
the need for cooperation and 
the sharing of responsibilities. 
Chiron is a Centaur that orbits 
between Saturn and Uranus. 
It symbolically bridges  the 
inner space with the outer 
space and spirit with matter. 
Symbolically, Chiron signifies 
the place within our soul where 
opposites can be reconciled 
through the awakening of 
compassion and understanding 
that often is bestowed through 
physical, emotional or spiritual 
suffering. Chiron is called 
‘the wounded healer’. Healing 
means making whole. On a 
positive note, we might be able 
to use the energies of this New 
Moon for restoring wholeness 
in our own communities where 
division has occurred.

Three outer planets are 
turning direct during this 
month: Pluto in Capricorn 
on October 7th, Saturn in 

Aquarius on October 11th 
and Jupiter in Aquarius on 
October 22nd indicating 
important turning points 
and a cautious start into 
a new direction. Socially 
and enjoyment seeking 
Venus enters adventurous 
Sagittarius on October 7th 
(until November 5th). We are 
promised the end of lockdowns 
and the return to more 
freedom.  However, with Mars 
in Libra until the end of the 
month and Mercury retrograde 
until October 18th it will 
be difficult to make lasting 
arrangements and decisions. In 
many ways, we must go back to 
the drawing board, rethinking 
and reworking our plans and 
objectives. 

The Full Moon in Aries 
opposite the Libra Sun on 
October 20-21 gives energy 
to a stressful square between 
quarrelsome Mars in Libra and 
powerful Pluto in Capricorn. 
This could be a period of 
severe power struggles and 
disagreements. On the positive, 
Mars forms a supportive trine 
aspect with open-minded 
Jupiter in futuristic Aquarius.  
When using the high road, we 
can live up to the challenge 
and make important changes 
in the world around us. Truly 
understanding the nature of the 
conflict will open the door for 
exchange, communication and 
ultimately new growth.

Navigation by the stars: Personal 
and/or relationship astrology; 

Life cycles and your year ahead 
transits: plans, directions, concerns 

for 2021/22; contact Tina on 
0457-903-957. Zoom or skype 

consultations available; 
email: star-loom@hotmail.com

Zoom astro-classes: 
• Thursday, September 9th: 

‘Houses 1, 5 and 9: The Houses of 
Life’; 10.30am – 1pm.

• Saturday, October 16th: ‘The 
Lunar Nodes on the Taurus/

Scorpio axis’; 2pm – 4.30pm

Please contact Tina for further 
information on 0457-903-957, 
email: star-loom@hotmail.com

What’s happening in the heavens?ASTRO  
FORECASTS  

by Tina Mews

Open 7 days
8am - 5pm weekdays
11am - 4pm weekends

Ph: 6689-1010 fax: 6689-1210 email: nimcand@bigpond.net.au

ADVERTISE HERE
and be seen in 16,000 copies monthly of

This size ad FULL COLOUR 
from only $60 per month

Phone 6689 1148 nimbin.goodtimes@gmail.com
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by Marilyn Devlin

It has certainly been a wild ride, 
the intensity building as the year 
progresses. Each month higher 

– faster, faster. At the same time the 
constant, the still, the presence, the 
remembering, the breath… my breath. 
Life. My Life.

Feels like I’ve journeyed so many places. 
Sometimes in days. Heights, depths, 
storms, hurricanes. Deadening weights 
– shock, alarm, anger… paralysis, 
immobility. Dropping near depression.

Fevers, chills – body malaise. Hurting 
heart… contractions… scary. The whole 
show happening inside me. We feel it all.

Stumbling to the edge – the pit so 
close. Meeting edges… not visible 
yet. Deep, deadening… yet clothed in 
subtlety. Could almost miss it, but for 
their lingering presence, the most scary 
of all. Quiet and still… don’t know until 
you fall right in.

But the messengers are always there, 
looking out for you. The danger tweets 
echoing through the heavy lead-laden 
clouds. Will we see the sun again?

Lifetimes in months – traversing 
so much ground. Travelling light 

years… standing in one space. What’s 
happening… what’s really going on?   
have no control over the storm… only of 
myself. My self shifting before my very 
eyes.

Depth of understanding – brilliant 
clarity. Help comes to remind me, again 
and again. Never forgets. Always there. 
We truly never walk alone. Although 
it feels that way at times… wandering 
through these foreign lands.

Testing in the extreme all we’ve ever 
been. Finding the truth… the peace, the 
joy… settled warm inside me. I forget, I 
am lost… then I’m found again.

I resurrect. I am reborn. The other 
side. The fires burned… they raged… 
the enemy was fierce. The battle bloody. 
Peace on the other side. My body still 
recovering. Til the next one begins. 
Finding my way.

Pushed and pulled… punched and 
fallen. Body hurts – aching heart. 
Body contracts… prepared for attack. 
Memories ancient rise to the surface. 
History repeats itself… again and again.

Straddled between worlds… Light 
and Dark. Keeping the flame alight. My 
purpose and my mission. No greater 
one exists. If we could only do that. We 

would’ve achieved so much.
Storms heightened… scenes 

unbelievable. All an illusion they say… 
looks so real. The shadows confuse. 
It comes and it goes… really has no 
purpose but to distract… steal your soul. 
Mess with your head.

Life on Earth is not always easy. 
Specially walking through these 
heightened times. Where the big battle 
surges. Who will be the victor? Who will 
rule my world? 

There’s only ever been one answer. 
Light and Love… the Eternal Oneness. 
That one Great Power.

Each day Sun rises… Moon as 
night gets closer. Stars twinkle, 
breeze caresses… sometimes messes. 
Trees inspire… their beauty, their 
commitment. Their ancient wisdom. 
Their kindness, their care. Their 
reliability.

The tide dances… back and forth… 
bringing precious water to refresh. 
Crystal clear… shines, delights. Life 
celebrates… gets on with its business. 
Never complains. Just keeps on being. 
Silent, unobtrusive… kindness swaying. 
Giving, protecting, nourishing… 
adoring.

It’s all around us… the evidence. 
Yet our focus drills on the 
inconsequentials… the tiny, the 
insignificant. Blown out of all 
proportion. We’re easily swayed by the 
dark side. Yet at our core we’re full of 
light. Yes a startling conundrum of sorts.

We have a lifetime to work it out. We 
don’t get to know how long that will be. 
Each day we give thanks for being here. 
Usually we’re way too busy.

Life continues on… until it doesn’t.
Civilisations come and go. Nothing 

is immoveable. Except maybe our 
stubbornness and pride.

But as my dear friend, teacher and 
guide Prem Rawat once said, there’s way 
more good in this world than bad.

I know… we can miss it at times. Until 
sometimes we remember again.

Riding the storm

Across
1. Face masks are still (2, 7)
6. Nimbin’s productive and 

proactive community 
group (init.) ____ (3)

11. Communication system 
(init.) (2)

12. Popular Spring activity: a 
dip in the ______ (5)

13. Proofreaders and editors 
beware of words that are 
______ (10)

14.  Trendy prefix for “green” 
products ____ (3)

15. You still need a _______
border pass to get into 
Queensland (5)

19. Many of us grieved the 
______ of loved ones 
during lockdown (7)

22. Bushwalking: be careful 
edging along the narrow 
mountain _______ (5)

23. Shacks  (4)
26. Let’s eat Spanish! (4)
27. Its Northern continent has 

confusing presidents  (7)

Down
2. Now at last we can enjoy 

this freely, to ___ out (3)
3. Spring weather inspires 

________ for outdoor 
activities (5)

4. Happy sounding little 
musical instrument (7)

5. Flower cluster of celery, 
carrot and parsley 
families ( (6)

7. Planting now for an 
______ supply of veges 
later (8)

8. Structures where we live 
(6)

9. Exercise that increases 
the need for oxygen (8)

10. Many folks are ______ 
about Covid vaccinations 
(10)

11. These cause dieback 
when bell miners are out 
of balance (8)

16. Our _______ of 
freedom from restrictions 
are almost fulfilled, 
hopefully? (6)

17. _______ goods are 
definitely on the increase 
in the home kitchen! (5)

18. Place of religious retreat 
(6)

20. Often used 
interchangeably with E.C. 
(init.) (2)

21. Our Northernmost 
territory (init,) (2)

24. Organisation of 
European countries 
formed after WWII 
(init,) (3)

25. Room in a hospital for 
surgery (init.) (2)
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Solution: Page 32

Meet my time 
traveller friend 
Julie. We’ve been 

friends for 20 years and as 
long as I’ve known her she’s 
talked about a desire to travel 
back and forth in time. She 
believes she could do it, if 
only she can remember how!

Julie has felt a strong 
connection to Nikola 
Tesla for most of her life 
and wondered if they had 
experienced a past life 
together. Tesla was born 
in 1856 and died in 1943 
and was way ahead of his 
time, most of his ideas 
and inventions being quite 
futuristic. 

Very often when we feel 
a strong connection or 
attraction to someone, it 
is because we have known 
them in a previous lifetime. 
The same goes for places 
on earth, or even other 
planets or star systems, it’s 
usually because we have had 
a particularly significant 
past life or lives there. These 
places and people usually 
seem familiar in a way we 
can’t quite put our finger on.

To help Julie understand 
this Tesla connection, I 
led her into deep hypnosis 
and asked her Higher Self 
to show her what she most 
needed to know right now, 
being careful not to pre-empt 

any particular scenario. Julie 
quickly regressed to a time 
in New York in the 1920s 
where she was a dancer. 

It was a very happy, joyous 
life and through her public 
performances she attracted 
the attention of Nikola Tesla 
who was also living there 
then. In her current life Julie 
is also a dancer, something 
that continues to gives 
her a lot of joy. Tesla was 
attracted to her happy, light 
nature, which balanced his 
seriousness.

Tesla and Julie developed 
a friendship which, despite 
a mutual attraction, did 
not become romantic, Tesla 
choosing to remain focussed 
on his work and developing 
technologies which he 
believed would change the 
world. Julie was heartbroken 
and felt rejected, carrying 
this as a soul wound into this 
lifetime, which has caused 
her to subconsciously choose 
men who would reject her. 

Tesla was also obsessed 
with the idea of time travel 
and worked on a developing 
a time machine, reportedly 
succeeding, stating: “I could 
see the past, present, and 
future all at the same time.” 
The designs were discovered 
after his death and were 
used by the United States 
government to build time 

travel machines. 
Now we had answers 

to Julie’s interest in time 
travel and her connection to 
Nikola Tesla. Julie’s Higher 
Self informed her that this 
technology will be freely 
available to humanity within 
10 years and I’m pretty sure 
Julie’s conscious memory of 
the mechanism of time travel 
will be activated long before 
that. 

In researching this article, 
I discovered many internet 
sites with reports of people 
mysteriously appearing from 
the past as well as the future. 
There’s the story of a young 
couple travelling in Europe 
in 1979 who booked into 
a hotel where everything 
looked like it was from 
another age. 

The people were dressed 

in clothes from another era 
and when they left and paid 
their bill the next morning it 
was only 19 francs, much less 
than expected. On returning 
to England they tried to find 
the hotel but it didn’t seem 
to exist. Strangely the photos 
they took in the hotel all 
disappeared too. 

I wonder how many 
travellers in time walk 
amongst us? About five 
years ago I was travelling 
on Sydney’s Manly ferry, 
and when the ferry docked 
I noticed man who looked 
like he belonged to another 
time. He was immaculately 
dressed, wore his hair short 
back and sides, wore a hat 
and old fashioned looking 
suit, shirt and tie, his shoes 
highly polished, carrying 
a brown leather briefcase, 
a furled black umbrella 
and a rolled-up newspaper 
under his arm. His whole 
demeanour was of someone 
from the 1950s. 

He was very unusual and 
certainly stood out amongst 
the casual Manly ferry 
crowd. A time traveller 
perhaps?

Auralia Rose is conducting 
sessions in Lismore and on-
line via Zoom. Contact her 
on 0422-481-007 or email: 

auraliarosewellbeing.com

Time travelling with Nikola Tesla

by Auralia Rose

http://auraliarosewellbeing.com
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by Sean Dubois

Fake news is certainly problematic. 
It spreads its tentacles over the 
misinformed and the misguided, 

devouring truth and reason as it goes. 
It’s been around for a fair while. Some 

would argue that it’s been around since 
Gutenberg put the last nail in the coffin 
of blissful ignorance with his printing 
press.

Yet I’d argue that it’s been around since 
Plato first began ejaculating vacuous 
moral platitudes about Pl*tonic (I refuse 
to even write the word) love.

Even though the debaucherous 
Romans, lascivious Vikings and raunchy 
French took little heed of Plato, his 
insidious ideas festered and eventually 
found an audience in despotic Victorian 
England. 

Determined to crush a rebellious 
proletariat, the toffs rejected Donne’s 
espousal of ‘[f]ull nakedness! All joys 
are due to thee’ and Marvel’s fear that 
‘worms shall try/ That long-preserved 
virginity’, ideas that had been cherished 
and nurtured by generations of 
enlightened men and women, in favour 
of ‘dull sublunary lovers’ love’. 

In plain English, the elites vowed to 
crush hedonism and physical love to 
break the morale of the working class.

And how did they do this? Through 
propagandising the virtues of pl*tonic 
love over the power of physical passion 
and love-making (there I am using a 
euphemism for hard sex, bugger you 
Vicky!). 

This was but one part of an obsession 
with cleanliness and hygiene that began 
to take hold and would lead to epidemics 
of measles, polio and celibacy. To cure 
such diseases the government stepped 
in with so-called ‘vaccines’. At the time 
of publication the government has been 
unable to produce a vaccine for chastity.

In criminalising the sexual passions 
that characterised the Renaissance, 
the Brits created an embittered 
working class bereft of love and feeling. 

Consequently, workers violently rebelled 
against their overlords when they should 
have been making love to them to 
achieve true liberation. Liberté, égalité, 
faire l’amour.

While we might think ourselves free 
of puritanical notions of ‘no sex before 
marriage’ and ‘condoms are translucent 
rubber devils’ nowadays, such dogmas 
are actually written in indelible ink 
on the wavy seaweed that lurks in the 
depths of our subconscious minds. 

Why don’t we run around naked 
and snog and hug and laugh as we 
please? Because the media and the 
elites wouldn’t allow it. Love cannot be 

controlled, so the elites try to control 
thoughts.

Physical distancing? The only virus 
it stops is free love. Masks? Good 
luck French kissing. According to the 
government, love and hedonism are 
cancers in remission, and they only 
stay in remission because of invasive 
chemotherapy.

So we come back to Plato. I bet you 
he didn’t have much fun in his dank 
little cave with nothing much to do 
save transcend the physical with his 
distinctly non-physical girlfriend. 

Probably pretty similar with Vicky 
after Albert died.

Ode to Marat

Statue of Plato at the 
Neoclassical Academy of Athens

I tend to trust people who care,
who demonstrate they have no agenda,
but to be kind and fair.

From them I hear words wise and true,
and they say about Covid,
this is what we should do.

Look to enhance what nature has given,
our natural defence against all things viral.
Eat well, be kind, stay active, preferably in sun and air –
thus avoiding a downward spiral.

It’s the fence atop the cliff,
that if maintained will save you time and work lost,
make you feel better, with clearer mind –
thus saving the Health System billions in cost.

But not a word have I heard of this practical advice,
from those who say they know best,
Not a word of encouragement to build defence –
just come to our ambulance, and resume the fest.

But rather they’re fixated on an artificial immunity,
avoiding the need to care for the one we’ve been given.
Seems we’ve forgotten how to drive –
preferring to be driven.

Just trust our hasty quick-fix,
another clever way to cheat cause and effect,
that requires a second jab, and how many more?
Hurriedly tested, with yet unknown side effects.

Covid is an effect, so it has a cause,
that’s one of the universe’s laws.
Cleverness addresses effects;
Intelligence address cause.

I’m not against vaccination, or other band-aids,
as few completely escape their need,

but to use them to avoid addressing cause,
just intensifies the effects – until we heed.

It’s just another plug in the dam wall of outward attempts –
at holding back the vast waters of human desire;
a plug requiring constant resources to hold in.
But of battling water’s pressure, we’ll tire.

Until we address how we’re treating our bodies –
and each other and the earth –
she’ll keep trying to get our attention,
by fire, disease, or dearth.

So is it likely to work, this another clever plug,
battling our wanting, some call sin?
Better to go into the water, and use its pressure,
to hold the plug in.

– John Kersten

Covid, who to trust?

Open Learning classes resume
Nimbin Open 
Learning is set to re-
open for Term Four, 
with classes starting 
on Tuesday 12th 
October. 

We are offering 
small, Covid-safe 
courses in Tai Chi, 
creative writing and 
life drawing, all $60. 

Enrolments open 
on Wednesday 6th 
and Thursday 7th October. We will be available in the 
Community Centre classroom between 10am and 3pm 
both days. 

Drop by, phone 6689-1477 or find us on Facebook at 
Nimbin Open Learning.

A project of 
Nimbin Community School

AND FOREST
REGENERATION

ecopigs@icloud.com   

Noah 0418 113 406

LANTANA CLEARING

mailto:ecopigs@icloud.com
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She says

Our dreams give us direct access to our 
subconscious. They can shed light on what is 
troubling us, give guidance on where to go and 

practice doing this. 
We can get inspiration, explore our creativity, gain 

healing and have fun and adventures. 
Dreams function both to solve outward problems and 

to quicken inner potentials. So, it is worthwhile making 
a point to remember our dreams and the easiest way is to 
speak about them as soon as you wake up. 

Many of us have that dream but are too embarrassed to 
talk about it, or worry that the other person will be upset, 
which they always are.

But apparently these dreams are all about you! When 
you dream of others, it’s usually because your dreaming 
mind has chosen these people to represent the qualities 
you see in them. 

Sex in dreams is about what qualities or attitudes you are 
integrating into your life. 

Ask what three words best describe your dream lover’s 
personality or approach to life. These qualities are what is 
happening in your being. 

If the sex is good, that indicates a good integration. If 
the sex is bad, you should think again about your new 
approach.

If you have a trusting, loving relationship, and both 
understand that people in dreams are symbols, then this 
is a beautiful way to share your deeper self with your 
partner. It might even make them jealous, which could be 
a good thing. 

But if there is too much grief, then next time share the 
dream details and say the other person was your partner or 
simply say you don’t remember. 

Happy dreams.

He says

Oh Captain, sharing our dreams every morning is an 
interesting and sometimes dangerous pastime for 
couples. 

Usually, we geezers don’t have much to report. Our dreams 
are gone and forgotten with the first fart of the day. 

But then, we have to make a herculean effort to listen 
patiently while the wifey relates her long and convoluted 
night-time adventures. 

We have to concentrate really hard to keep up with the 
plot and, at the end come up with something intelligent or 
appropriate to say. Of course, failure to do so can result in 
being murdered in your own bed. 

All this whilst trying not to go back to sleep, or thinking 
of sex, or bacon and eggs. Nobody ever said marriage was 
easy!

My point here is that sharing our dreams is dangerous 
enough without you throwing petrol on the fire and telling 
her you porked someone else in noddy land. WTF are you 
thinking? 

I know it’s tempting to want to tell everyone when you 
score, even if it’s only in your dreams, but you should be very 
careful before you open your cake-hole about this.

There are times when it can be useful to tell your wife 
about some of your more erotic sexual dreams. If you’ve 
been married a long time, these little admissions can juice 
things up. 

However, if you are both young and still settling into 
married life – which takes years – then shut the fuck up. 

Absolutely, under no circumstances, should you tell the 
missus that you rooted one of her friends, or sister(s) in your 
sleep. This is a non-negotiable golden rule for, if broken, is 
sure to unleash an apocalypse.

When all is said and done Captain, old boy, I always say 
“safety first”. 

When she asks you about your dreams after you’ve had 
a night of filth and debauchery, just remember to roll over, 
fart on her, and say you can’t remember. 

Sleep tight.
I had a recurring dream once.

Sweet dreams
Every morning my wife asks 
me if I had any dreams. 
Sometimes I dream about 
having sex with other women. 
Should I tell? 

 – Captain Snooze, Sleepy Hollow

by Uncle Norm and Aunty Maj

Questions

1. To which country does this cheery looking flag 
belong? Hint: This country’s national team was 
recently defeated by an Australian national team. 
Take a bonus point if you can name the sport. (Photo: 
worldometers.info)

2. These collective nouns can all be used to refer to one 
thing: choir; chorus; flight; host and pinhead. Well, 
several of them, of course. What are they?

3. Which two colours appear between orange and blue 
in a rainbow?

4. Is enduring singer P!nk’s husband a professional: 
motocross racer; rally driver; rock climber or 
snowboarder?

5. What is the bird emblem of New South Wales?
6. After the Vatican, what is the most predominantly 

Catholic country in the world? (Hint: It’s not very big 
and not very far away).

7. This year Peter Wegner won the Archibald Prize for 
his portrait of whom? Hint: The subject was a former 
Archibald winner in 1985. Add a bonus point if you 
can name the 1985 subject.

8. Who won the Nimbin GoodTimes Best Piece Award 
for August 2021?

9.The Nimbin Performance Poetry World Cup was 
cancelled by COVID in 2020 but it’s back for 2021 
(fingers crossed) from 30th October to 1st November. 
Only one person has won this prestigious award more 
than once, winning three times in 2007, 2010 and 
2017. Can you name them?

10. Both Bart and Lisa Simpson have pointy hair. Who 
has the pointiest hair? Add a bonus point if you can 
say how many points each has.

Nimbin Trivia 
Time

by Eclectus

Answers
1. Argentina. The Wallabies recently defeated Los 

Pumas in The Rugby Championship. That’s Rugby 
Union, for those unfamiliar with “the game they 
play in heaven.”

2. Angels.
3. Yellow and green.
4. P!nk is married to Carey Hart, a professional 

motocross racer. In 2005 she proposed to him 
on a pit board during a race in Mammoth Lakes, 
California.T

5. The kookaburra.
6. In 2015, 97.57% of the population of East Timor 

identified as Catholic.
7. Wegner won with Portrait of Guy Warren at 100. 

Warren won the 1985 Archibald for his portrait of 
Bert Flugelman, Flugelman with Wingman.

8. Eclectus for his magnificent reworking of The 
Owl And The Pussycat, in Question 8 of Nimbin 
Trivia Time, which shed new light on the little-
known world of old world monkey/crustacean 
relationships. (Editor’s note: No he didn’t. There’s no 
such award. Objective fact-based entertainment WILL 
be restored immediately or this by-line will be doing 
poetry reviews next month.)

9. Tug Dumbly (The 2010 award was shared with 
Elizabeth Routledge).

10. Lisa has eight and Bart has nine.

Send your relationship problems to: 
normanappel@westnet.com.au

On 8th September my 
wonderful mother, Peggy 
Pye, left her body to go 

on, as she said, her “next fabulous 
adventure”. When asked about the 
hereafter, she said she just wants 
to go where the musos are. 

Covid made it impossible to be 
there which was heartbreaking. 
But that’s life, and death. 

When I was younger, I thought I 
wouldn’t be able to handle it when 
Mum passed. But as I’ve aged, I 
have learnt to accommodate death. 

At 60, I’m strong, experienced 
with death, and just feel fortunate 
to have lived this long with her. 
The waves of grief come and go 
but I am happy for her. 

She had to give up playing 
double bass, and teaching painting 
at 90, so the joy went out of her 
life.

Luckily, I was able to have the 
little wake I promised her. We 
toasted her, for she loved a drink; 

told some jokes, she loved the 
pithy one-liners; and played music. 

In Sydney there was a church 
service that I watched on 
livestream. Mum supplied a poem 
whose last line says, “Miss me, but 
let me go.” I remind myself of this 
constantly.

It wasn’t until she passed that I 
totally understood that a part of 
her lives on in me, and that makes 
me love myself more, nearly as 
much as I love her.

Peggy Pye, 4/11/1930 – 
8/9/2021

Three couples arrive at the Pearly 
Gates. The first couple ask St Peter 
if they can come in. “No, you’ve been 
a drunk all your life, you spent the 
family’s money on alcohol, you even 
married a girl named Sherry.

The next man said, “Can we come 
in?” Once again St Peter said “No, 
all you cared about was money and 
you were a miser. You even married 
a woman named Penny.”

The last man said to his wife, 
“Come on Fanny, we haven’t got a 
chance!”

Bye bye Peggy Pye
The world according to  
Magenta Appel-Pye

mailto:normanappel@westnet.com.au
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by Skylah, aged 5

When Simon came to preschool, Evey 
did a backflip. I did a handstand and I 
did tricks on the silks. 

I did one called ‘birds nest’. You have 
to tuck your legs around the silks and 
when you’re coming down you have to 
go backwards.

I also did a ‘Cinderella’ (side princess). 
You have to put your hands up high. 
One hand up, one hand down and you 
lean to the side.

Tuntable Falls Preschool is open 
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday during 
school term, and is currently taking 
enrolments for 2022. Phone 6689-1179.

The locally produced Art TV 
series, Put Some Colour in 
Your Life will take the great 
honour of being the first art 
TV show represented on 
the moon, and will become 
a permanent reminder of 
human creatives during the 
21st century.

The independent 
production company, based 
in Murwillumbah, was 
established in 2009 by 
Graeme Stevenson OAM, 
and makes 24-minute 
documentaries about artists 
in their studios. To date, over 
300 artists have been filmed 
in seven countries

John Kennedy, a Colour 

in Your Life featured artist 
filmed in 2013, was over the 
moon about the exciting news.

“What an incredible 
surprise to receive today! 
I am overwhelmed by the 
news that I will be amongst 
44 artists from around the 
world to be included in a 
digital capsule destined for 
the moon!” he said. 

Artistspoets magazine issue 
78, where John had featured 
with several incredible 
images of his artwork, as 
well as statements about 
the Art TV show where he 
featured, were placed on 
a Lunar Codex – a digital 
time capsule – in a registered 

DHL Moon Box that will be 
sent to the moon in 2022, on 
the first commercial flight of 
the Space X rocket Vulcan 
in the Astrobotic Peregrine 
Lunar lander. 

Peregrine will carry a 
diverse suite of scientific 
instruments, technologies, 
mementos, and other 
payloads from six different 
countries, dozens of science 
teams, and hundreds of 
individuals. 

One of the most important 
payloads that will be in 
the PM1 will be the Lunar 
Codex, which describes 
itself as combining “digital 
and analog technology with 

intention to preserve a time 
capsule carrying global visual 
art, literature, music and 
much more. It will become 
a permanent reminder of 
human creatives during the 
21st century.” 

The Astrobotic Peregrine 
Lunar will be rocketed from 
Cape Canaveral, Florida, 
with a destination to land on 
the moon in an area named 
Lacus Mortis.

If you would like to learn 
more about this Australian 
Art TV show that is not 
only on TV networks in over 
50 countries but also now 
on the moon, go to: www.
colourinyourlife.com.au 

Art TV show reaches the moon!

Circus teacher comes to school

2021 season f izzles out
by Mark and Lucy

Another football 
season derailed by the 

pandemic. 
At least we got to play 

near on two full rounds of 
football before the finals 
series across all grades was 
cancelled. 

Unlucky for our Women’s 
League 4, Men’s League 1 
and Grade 16’s, who missed 
the excitement of playing 
in their finals. We’ll never 
know, but we’d like to think 
they would have gone all the 
way. 

Trophy presentations for 
Junior and Miniroos teams 
will be held on an individual 

team basis, as was done last 
season. 

We are hoping restrictions 
will ease enough to enable a 
Senior Presentation at the 
Nimbin Hotel, date to be 
confirmed. 

Bureaucracy gone mad has 
Football Far North Coast 
no longer able to deal with 
Sports Clubs. They are 
only able to affiliate with 
Incorporated Football Clubs. 

This unavoidable and 
massive change to the 
Headers’ structure has seen 
our committee scrambling 
to comply with this imposed 
change. 

A new football-only 
Incorporated Association, 

which we hope will be called 
Nimbin Headers Football 
Club, will be set up to deal 
directly with Football Far 
North Coast. 

The Nimbin Headers 
Sports Club Inc. will remain 
and the committee, who are 
voted on at each AGM, will 
continue to run the club. 

These changes have to be 
completed before the end of 
the year for the Headers to 
be able to participate in the 
2022 season. 

For those playing 
football, these changes are 
administrative only, and 
will have no impact on your 
experience of the game. 

The Nimbin Headers 

Sports Club Annual 
General Meeting is due to 
be held on Saturday 16th 
October, 11am at the club. 
Restrictions may apply, so 
check our Facebook page 
closer to the date for up-to-
date information.

Please don’t hesitate to 
contact the club via email: 
nimbinheaderssportsclub@
gmail.com if you wish to 
discuss the above changes.

Photo by Ae`da`n, aged 3

Graeme Stevenson John Kennedy

Vaccination clinics
Nimbin Medical Centre is running 
weekly Covid-19 vaccination clinics with 
access to Astra Zeneca and Pfizer.

The next Pfizer vaccination clinic will 
be held on Thursday, 7th October, and 
places are still available. 

The Pfizer vaccine is now available to 
all ages, 12 and over. 

The next available Astra Zeneca clinic 
is Tuesday 12th October.

For appointments, phone 6689-1410, 
9am to 5pm Monday to Friday.  Closed 
for lunch from 12.30 to 1.30pm.

www.nimbinpreschool.org.au

and be seen in 16,000 copies monthly of

This size ad FULL COLOUR 
from only $60 per month

Phone 6689 1148 nimbin.goodtimes@gmail.com

http://www.colourinyourlife.com.au
http://www.colourinyourlife.com.au
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http://www.nimbinhills.com.au

